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INTRODUCTION
On the basis of our many years of experience in logistics
services, we find the best solution for every consignment. Van
Duuren drives to Germany on a daily basis, and also from
Germany to the depot in Vianen. We have particular experience
with locations that are difficult to reach, such as inner-city
shopping centres. If necessary, we drive there in smaller
vehicles. In all cases, we look for the best and fastest transport
solution for the customer.

Specialities
55+ partners pecialising in general cargo between
0 - 3,000 kg and part loads.

Top 3 industries we drive for in Germany:
- Retail/Consumer Goods
- Automotive/machines/motors/parts
- Home Furnishings

Busy inner cities

Departure: daily

In 2020, we handled over 100,000 export and 40,000 import shipments

Partnership with major innovative player CargoLine, with 55+ partners all over Germany

Direct connection to Bremen, Hamburg, Osnabrück, Ruhr area, Stuttgart, Frankfurt and Fulda

VanDuuren &Germany Highlights
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OUR SERVICES
We offer our customers the following services:

In order to serve all our customers in the way that
best suits their particular needs, we have developed a
wide range of services.

ABS:‘In twelve and a half
years we have never been

disappointed by Van Duuren’s
serivce. ’

YANMAR:‘I say tomy
people: ‘always ring Van

Duuren first.’

Severin:‘VanDuuren is
our missing link.’’
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from parcel to pallet' based on our
network of partners

Appealing and direct deliveries from
3,000 kg

shipment of your parcels and pallets
throughout the Netherlands

Van Duuren European Distribution

Van Duuren Part & Full Load

Van Duuren Domestic Distribution

Customers for whom we provide customised services to and from Germany:



‘’Since the very beginning of Van Duuren, Germany has been one of
our top destinations. With our fixed, daily departures to and from
various locations, we can aflect your consignments anywhere within
fixed lead times, and with the available means of communication we
keep a good overview of the progress.''

CUSTOMISATION IN PRACTICE
Twoexamples

Khalid el Youzghi
Please contact Khalid el Youzghi
via telephonenumber 06 42 07 39 46
or send an e-mail to
khalid.elyouzghi@vanduuren.nl

The basics of our services

Introducing:
OurGermany-
Contactperson

Unloading in busy city centres
In city centres with narrow streets, we unload the cargo with smaller vehicles
at those times when loading and unloading are allowed. If necessary, we
ensure that a team is on hand to unload the consignment as quickly as
possible, so that we can get out of the city in time.

Unloading at specific times
In Germany, we also deliver to larger logistics companies and we notice that
planning is also becoming more tight. Fortunately, thanks to our extensive
experience and good contacts in Germany, we can always meet specific
wishes regarding time slots and special times for unloading.

Young and flexible
organisation; eager

and creative
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A real family
business since
1892: personal
attention, short

lines of
communication

One European
supplier,
"from small

consignments to
complete vehicles".

Specialist in
European
distribution
and groupage
services

Strong focus
on customer
satisfaction
and after sales


